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The fast-paced and gripping true account of the extraordinary construction and spectacular
demise of the Key West Railroad—one of the greatest engineering feats ever undertaken,
destroyed in one fell swoop by the strongest storm ever to hit U.S. shores. In 1904, the brilliant
and driven entrepreneur Henry Flagler, partner to John D. Rockefeller, dreamed of a railway
connecting the island of Key West to the Florida mainland, crossing a staggering 153 miles of
open ocean—an engineering challenge beyond even that of the Panama Canal. Many
considered the project impossible, but build it they did. The railroad stood as a magnificent
achievement for more than twenty-two years, heralded as “the Eighth Wonder of the World,” until
its total destruction in 1935's deadly storm of the century. In Last Train to Paradise,
Standiford celebrates this crowning achievement of Gilded Age ambition, bringing to life a
sweeping tale of the powerful forces of human ingenuity colliding with the even greater forces of
nature’s wrath.
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V Murphy, “Captivating page-turner , rich in history, and non-fiction which reads like a novel.
After attending University of Miami in the 70's , I lived part time in Florida for most of the
intervening years until I retired full-time in the Sunshine State in 2010.It's a state which I love for
many reasons (besides the obvious - the weather), but didn't know much about . I'd seen
Flagler's name (as well as his assistant , Mr. Krome's ) on many streets , buildings and
monuments , but had no idea what a visionary industrialist he was, nor how he came about his
fortune.This book tells a much needed story of some of the history of Florida for the millions and
millions of refugees moving here from the frigid, high-tax, over-regulated northeastern states. It
is beautifully written , reads like a novel, but it is well researched and relates a captivating
story.It's also a lesson in the awesome power of hurricanes for the neophyte who thinks he or
she is going to "ride one out".As an aside, it is a gentle reminder that horrific climatological
events have occurred long before the term "man-made climate change" had even been dreamt
up”

Frank Donnelly, “A Really Good Book About This Part of Florida's History. "The Last Train to
Paradise" is a really good history book about Henry Flagler, who played a huge role in the
development of modern day Florida. The book combines a very good biography of Mister
Flagler and his building of a railroad, primarily down the east coast of Florida, and then through
the Florida Keys. The book goes on to document the hurricane of 1935, that destroyed the
Florida Keys part of that railroad. I was really glad that I was able to read this book and felt it was
very well done. As an amateur historian, I feel I know a fair amount of Florida's history, but I
learned a good deal and really enjoyed this product.As a resident of Pennsylvania, I now travel
to Florida for a brief visit, once a year in the winter. Mister Flagler is an obviously notable
personage in Florida to this day. I always wanted to read his biography and of course, of his
activities in Florida. This book proved completely satisfactory in both regards.As is common for
me, I purchased the Kindle and accompanying audiobook, and read and listened
simultaneously. The audiobook is faithful to the Kindle and is about as good as it can be under
the circumstances. However, in that this is non fiction, the Kindle has photographs, and a
bibliography that can not be reproduced on the audiobook. I enjoyed both, but if I was only to
purchase one or the other, I would have chosen the Kindle.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “The Nobility of Futility. A fascinating account of a remarkable project of
civil engineering against tremendous odds and the nearly implacable opposition of Mother
Nature . We get to read about how one of the richest men in the world basically invented the
Florida we know.And in doing so bankrupted the company which built a Wonder of the World.
The account of the hurricane of Labor Day 1935 was riveting. And the irony that it was the co-
founder of Standard Oil whose dream was destroyed by Nature at its fiercest goes a long way



to explaining the animosity Big Oil has demonstrated towards Mother Nature for Lo these
many decades. (No, not really.) And Henry Flagler ,having co-founded Standard Oil and
founded Miami is still batting .667 even with the destruction of his railroad to Key West , which
IS a great batting average.And I got a terrific bike ride from Miami to Key West along Flagler's
right-of -way out of the deal, which I now appreciate even more having read the book.
Thoroughly enjoyable and scary as hell.”

DAVID BRYSON, “NATURE, HEARTLESS WITLESS NATURE. The story of the railway across
the Florida Keys all the way to Key West is nothing short of astounding. It needs a narrator and
chronicler of a high order, and it has found one here in Les Standiford. He begins, as he has to,
by introducing Henry Morrison Flagler, best known (if known at all) as the equal partner of John
D Rockefeller in founding Standard Oil. Flagler's interest turned to the nascent state of Florida,
and he can properly be described as the founder of that as well, with its cities (including Miami),
its luxury hotels and resorts, and, relevant to our story here, the Florida East Coast Railway.
Flagler's dreams now focused on the new international port he wanted to establish in Key West,
and he sank his vast fortune into it, a fortune that could of course have been vaster if he had
stuck with Standard Oil, but he seems hardly to have cared about that.Most of the narrative is
concerned with the construction of the line, and Standiford gives a full and proper account of the
monstrous civil engineering challenges that confronted Flagler's project management, causing
the untimely death of the project manager, Joseph C Meredith, himself from his undisclosed
diabetes. Many of the lower-graded workers predictably lost their lives too, but Flagler liked to
think of himself as a considerate employer, and maybe by some standards of the time he was
something approximating to that.The book's title reflects the luxury passenger transportation
and accommodation that made the railway line famous at first. In particular there had been a bit
of a hiatus in the hurricane visitations that had plagued the work during its construction phase. It
never made much, probably any, money, because as Standiford says railroad fortunes are not
made from passenger traffic but from freight. He also draws a pointed parallel with the hopes for
booming trade with Cuba and points south which also later seduced hopeful entrepreneurs after
the fall of the Soviet Union: simply, these would-be trading partners did not have much to offer
nor much money to buy what America was offering.Meantime Flagler was totally determined to
see his project completed before he died, as befell him in 1913, the funeral not being attended
by Rockefeller nor, apparently, by any else from Standard Oil. The dream lived on, impecunious
but spectacular, and mother nature dreamed on too until Labor Day 1935. Standiford's gift for
description is superb, and in particular he does not cheapen any of it by exaggeration or looking
for effect. This gift of course encompasses a talent for natural description. That's his depiction of
the 'paradise' side of nature. He is equal to a very different kind of natural description and epic
narrative when nature shows another side.The tale of that horrific event in 1935 is told with
precision, and perhaps it is what the book has all been about. The hurricane was apparently the
worst that has struck the USA to this day, lacking only a personal name of the kind we use



nowadays. The author does not flinch from the human stories, but another author who witnessed
the disaster from Key West was Hemingway, who enquired pointedly who had put the
unemployed ex-servicemen into flimsy accommodation to give the impression of caring for them;
and who created the confusion that delayed the rescue train.Comparisons have often been
made with Greek tragedies. These are a rather loose fit, but one that doesn't really seem
apposite is the quotation from Shelley's Ozymandias. In fact considerable relics of Flagler's
project still survive and can be viewed from the highway that nowadays follows Flagler's route.
The thing was shown to have been feasible, and Flagler, unlike Ozymandias, has a share of
monuments.”

DOPPLEGANGER, “The late redemption of a Robber Baron. Henry Flagler acquired his
unseemly wealth by highly debatable means during his partnership with John D Rockefeller at
Standard Oil.He wholly' or at least partially redeemed his reputation in the eyes of subsequent
generations by devoting his energies and lots of his wealth in creating a railroad the length of
Florida, continuing all the way across the Oceanic Keys to Key West. It was a brave dream that in
order to realise before he died, involved overcoming massive constructional difficulties never
before encountered and the ever present threat of the annual hurricane season.The lasting
testament to Henry Flagler was not the Florida East Coast Railway but the unlocking of the
economic, farming, industrial, tourist and residential potential of the area, that the railroad
brought about.Les Standiford's story of the determination of this old man to make his dream a
reality, is recounted in an informative and highly engaging manner and will interest way beyond
the railway fraternity.”

heyjude, “fantastic biography. This is a really interesting book about the development of Florida,
basically, and one man's obsession with putting rail links into impossible places. The amazing
story of Flagler - a VERY rich man, as rich as Venderbilt but unheard of by most people. Highly
recommended.”

trevor adams, “Five Stars. Excellant could not put the book down”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A great engineering story.. This is the incredible story of how an American
millionaire associate of Rockefeller and Standard Oil (or was he a billionaire?), having been
recommended to take the Florida airs for his health, became determined to build a railway to Key
West along the Florida Keys. There were failures due to hurricanes and questionable
engineering, but it was finally completed. Later much of became the roadbed for the highway to
Key West. Some good pictures which one can supplement on Google Earth if one wishes. An
incredible engineering story of what one can do with energy and persistence.”

The book by Les Standiford has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 1,239 people have provided feedback.
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